An Introduction to Iran
Population: 78.5 million (2015)
Area: 1,648,195 square kilometers
Population Growth Rate: 1.3%
Type of Government: Islamic Republic
National Currency: Rials
Official Religion of the Country: Islam
Capital: Tehran
Iran Economic Indices:
Gross Domestic Product based on Purchase Parity Power “PPP” in the year of 2014:
US$1,244.328 billion
Per Capita Gross Domestic Product based on Purchase Parity Power “PPP”: US$16,165
Shares of sectors from Gross Domestic Product:
Agriculture: 9%
Industrial Products Growth Rate: 4%
Trade exchanges with the world in the year of 2014 (Exports:
US$97.71billion; Imports: US$61.25billion)
Main Exports: Oil; petrochemical products; agricultural products; technical and engineering services,
fruits and nuts, carpet
Main Imports: Industrial raw materials; capital goods; foodstuff; technical and engineering services
Main Industry: petroleum, Petrochemicals, fertilizers, caustic soda, car manufacture,
Pharmaceutical, home appliances, electronics, telecom, energy, power, textiles, constructions, cement,
etc.
FBI stock: home: US$42billion
Abroad: 4billion
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About Furniture Industry
Furniture industry has many changes over the past few decades and has become one of the leading
industries in the field of international trade. Increasing of per capita income, population, urbanization,
change of lifestyle, changes in residential architecture and the development of communication
technology and people interact with each other, all of the furniture and affected in interior decorating
their homes and offices and caused a variety of products to provide the satisfaction of consumers.
Obviously machinery and equipment related to furniture and raw materials and consumed components
also got considerable progress over time and according to technological developments.
Organizing the special exhibitions and presence of the companies which benefit the highest
technology in machinery and equipment furniture can help domestic companies and manufacturing
units to update the means of production through advanced technology transfer to the country and
making strong position in the regional and international export markets. Observing the desired taste
and plans of buyers and understanding their mentality expand the target market in the workplace or
residential decoration.
Economic development of any country in addition to the quantitative growth of production will
change production capacities by employing physical capacities, humanities and social and leading to
increased production capacity. Achieving sustainable economic growth and development requires
following the proper patterns of economy, in recent years, Iran has adopted a policy of non-oil
exports.
In this field, organizing the cosmetic Specialized - International exhibition as a foundation for an
economic prosperity and the introduction of manufactured goods and technology transfer channels,
play effective role in the development of non-oil exports.
Iran International Exhibitions Company, in addition to appreciating all internal and external
participants and all those who have contributed exhibition, hope the exhibition could be successful in
introducing Iran’s capabilities in this industry.
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About Exhibition
Industrial furniture as an early-return industry with good profitability in light of the public interest
according to the manner and conditions of modern life has been able to make thousands of jobs as
large and small industrial workshops across the country.
It is obvious that supply and support of the manufacturers of this field is not possible without the
presence of manufacturing companies, service and trade Machinery, Furniture Fittings and
Equipment, therefore the economic boom in this sector is very high and the competition of business
units in order to maintain existing markets and find access to new markets are remarkable
achievements.
In this regard holding the 16th International Exhibition of Tehran Accessories, Furniture Machinery,
Equipment & related industries once again were causes that a group of top domestic and foreign
manufacturers and traders revive furniture industry and interior decoration with their presence and
offer the latest modern technologies in this sector.
International Exhibition of Accessories, Furniture’s Machinery, Equipment and Related Industries, a
4- day exhibition, is the leading industry event of international importance in Iran in which wellknown manufactures and suppliers demonstrate up-to-date equipment and technologies for timber
logging, woodworking, wood processing, accessories and furniture production.
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Report of Last Show
European states attending 16th Int'l
Furniture Machinery Exhibition
The 16th International Furniture Machinery and Accessories, Equipment and Related
Industries attended by 16 countries including European states was held in Tehran International
Permanent Fairground in 12-15 Feb. 2018.
Over 350 Iranian and foreign company will display their latest equipment and services in connection
with furniture.
Director of the Headquarter for Holding the 16th International Furniture Machinery and Accessories
and Equipment said that more than 100 companies from 16 countries of France, Germany,
Spain,USA, Britain, Belgium, Italy, Turkey, South Korea, China, Russia, Hong Kong, Thailand,
India, Malaysia, Taiwan, Japan, Netherland, Austria, Ukraine, and UAE are participating in the
upcoming expo.
Some 300 Iranian companies from Tehran, Alborz, East Azarbaijan, West Azarbaijan, Isfahan, Gilan,
Golestan, Kermanshah,Fars, Yazd, Khuzestan, Khorasan Razavi, Hormuzgan, Hamedan, Kerman,
Mazandaran, Semnan, Qazvin, Qom and Zanjan will also present their modern achievements in the
event.
The number of foreign firms participating in the exhibit has doubled compared to the figure for the
last year, while the number of local participants registers a 30 percent growth compared to the same
period. Referring to diversity of industries featured in the event, types of sets, equipment and
advanced machinery for designing, cutting and processing wood,machinery for producing and
packaging furniture, carpentry machinery, raw materials, MDF, types of industrial adhesive, artificial
leathers and wooden cabinets are to go on display in the exhibition.
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Increasing production efficiency, providing the producers with equipment, modern technologies and
providing an opportunity for exchanging information and experience among the participating
countries are the main objectives of the upcoming event.
Four foreign delegations also visited the 16th International Furniture Machinery and Accessories and
Equipment.

All and more – only at this Exhibition
Unique opportunity to present your products to an international trade public
Develop new markets and sales potential by presenting your innovations to trade visitors
from across the world

Top line-up generates lucrative synergies
You’ll share the platform with market leaders worldwide – a platform that showcases all
the latest innovations from around the world

Ideal platform for promising new business contacts
Make lasting new contacts with top decision-makers from the business world, the scientific
community and government
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The most important platform for new
contacts in the Accessories and
Woodworking industry
By exhibiting at this exhibition you can use this unique platform to expand and develop your business
contacts. In all the key categories – such as caliber of visitors, international representation – this
exhibition rates high:

Qualified visitors:
94 % classed as trade visitors

Senior decision-making
authority:
76 % of the trade visitors
are involved in their
company’s buying
decisions in a
decisive/contributory or
advisory role

International
representation:
Over 36 % of the visitors
were from outside Iran in
2018.
A total of 350 exhibitors
came from 16 countries

The display categories

Equipment
Equipment

MDF
MDF

Furniture
Furniture
Machinery
Machinery

Raw
Raw
Material
Material

Related
Related
Industries
Industries

Accessories
Accessories
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A look back at 2018 –
Success in numbers
All visitors
Some 50,000 visitors from 13 countries

Exhibitors
350 exhibitors from 16 countries

Display area
Total display area (indoor halls and open-air site):
27,000 m2

Trade visitors
94 % classed as trade visitors

Foreign visitors
Over 36 % of the visitors came from outside Iran

These figures underline the unique status of exhibition
as the world’s largest platform for international
networking.

The whole world comes to the exhibition
The last show in 2018 was attended by visitors from the following regions

71%

14%

9%

3%

2%

Asia

Europe

America

Australia

Africa
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Trade visitors from all the key sectors

Visitors – the main
sectors

At this exhibition you can meet visiting industry
professionals from all the different sectors involved in
the processing of wood.

Investment potential
Some 25 % of the trade visitors came to exhibition
with firm investment plans. Don’t miss these excellent
opportunities for your business!

Accessories

Furniture Machinery

Business contacts
In 2018 more than 2 million business contacts were
made in just 4 days.

Equipment

Raw Material

Related Industries (MDF, carpentry
machinery,…)

Other
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Decision-making
authority

18,000

At this exhibition you’ll reach an
international audience of business
professionals with senior decisionmaking authority or an important
advisory role.

Decisive
contributory

76%
Of the trade visitor

6,300
Advisory

Last Show at a Glance
Organizer: Milad Mobtaker Shargh

Net space: 50,100sqm
Indoor Foreign Area: 1821

sqm

Indoor Local Area: 24225

sqm

Open Space:

220 sqm

Number of foreign exhibitors: 100
Number of local exhibitors: 250
Number of countries: 16
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Presentation of Milad Mobtaker Shargh Co, the
Organizer of the16th International Exhibition of
Accessories, Furniture Machinery, Equipment &
Related Industries.
Milad Exhibition Group has been started its professional activity on holding different trade fairs
seminars, congress since 2002.
The management team who were engaged in this field, believed in this fact that holding the trade fairs
needs a new attitude, therefore all facilities, trained human resources is equipped with a new policy
and strategic planning.
Today we have passed 15 years with more than one hundred internal and International exhibitions and
congress, Specialized exhibition of livestock and poultry industry, Machinery and Furniture
accessories, Home Furniture, office and Decoration, Electrical and electronic industry, Construction
industry, Heating and cooling ,… and also specialized exhibitions in Saudi Arabia and Afghanistan
are such activities of this company.
The company will hold the 17th International Exhibition of Accessories, Furniture Machinery,
Equipment & Related Industries at Tehran International Permanent Fairground in 2-5 Feb., 2019.

Tel: +98 21 4444 82 16 ext. 131,132
Fax: +98 21 4444 82 16 ext. 104
Email: sales@miladgroup.net
Web: www.miladgroup.net
Address: 2nd floor, NO1, Akbari St, 22 Bahman St,
Ashrafi Esfahani, Tehran, Iran
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Presentation of Trade Promotion Organization of Iran
The Trade Promotion Organization of Iran, taking benefit of valuable experiences of four decades of
activity of Iran Export Development Center in promoting non-oil exports of the country, started to
discharge its critical activity towards development of foreign trade of the Islamic Republic of Iran by
creating its organizational structure, in the year of 2005.
The Trade Promotion Organization of Iran is an active, participating and science-based entity seeking
development and strengthening of foreign trade, and achievement of greater share of the targeted
market in harmonized and effective manner. This Organization pursues development of trade by
establishing constructive interactions with its trade counterparts and stakeholders, by employing
efficient manpower, and by applying new science and technology, and is consistently trying to create
suitable ground for macro-management of exports, strengthening of infrastructures and raising of
required capacities through planning, policymaking, supporting and exercising high supervision.
Development of foreign trade of the Islamic Republic of Iran by emphasizing non-oil exports,
renovating, smoothening the State trade structure, improving balance of trade, enhancing
competitiveness of export products and services in international markets, raising export incomes and
adding to the share of the State in the international trade constitute the most important objectives for
establishing the Trade Promotion Organization of Iran. Furthermore, moving towards full
liberalization of the State foreign trade in line with active interaction with international trade and with
emphasis on market based economy constitute the basic policy of this organization.
The main goals of the Trade Promotion Organization of Iran are as follows:
- Promoting exports and developing foreign trade;
- Enhancing and expanding trade capacities at country level;
- Raising balance of trade;
- Promoting export science and culture and foreign trade;
- Planning, policymaking, and exercising high supervision over foreign trade development;
- Promoting efficiency level and effectiveness of organizational resources.
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Everything to gain – five reasons why you should be there

1
2
3
4
5

You’ll make valuable new business contacts
This exhibition is the perfect platform for making promising new contacts and developing new sales markets for
your products and services

You’ll be talking directly to an international trade public
Trade visitors from all over the world come to this exhibition in search of innovative solutions to help them
meet the new challenges faced by the accessories and woodworking industry.

You’ll be in the best possible company.
At Exhibition you share the stage with the world’s market leaders – giving you access to lucrative new sales

You’ll extend your network of contacts
As well as exhibitors from the international accessories and woodworking industry, the scientific community
and government are also well represented at Exhibition.

You’ll benefit from valuable synergies
This exhibition brings all the key sectors together in one place and shows the complete value-adding chain
for the woodworking industry.
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AGENTS OF
TH INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF ACCESSORIES, FURNITURE MACHINERY, 7“1
EQUIPMENT AND RELATED INDUSTRY“TEHRAN -IRAN / 12-15 FEB, 2018

Germany and Austria
IEC Messevertriebs GmbH
Contact Person: Ludger Muller
Tel: +494071007013
email: mueller@iec-vertrieb.de
all GCC AND CIS countries
CEM FZ LLC
Contact Person: Yana Sapunova
Tel: +971 4 4589900 ext. 3323
email: yana@cem-gulf.com

ITALY
COREXPO ITALIA srl
Contact Person: Stefania Bianco
Tel: +39 0422 718019
email: stefania@corexpo.it

Turkey
Merkur fair co.
Contact Person: Mr.Baris
Tel: + 90 212 219 69 30
email: baris@ merkurfair.com,
merkurfairs@merkurfair.co

INDIA
RB OVERSEAS
Contact Person: Bhavin Mehta
Tel: +91 - 9408833358, 9409406257
email: rboverseasind@gmail.com

China
Beijing Joining International Fair Co., Ltd

Contact Person: Tina Tian
Tel: 861059574900+
email: tina@zhongyingzhan.com

VIETNAM , MALAYSIA AND MACAU
Racing champ EXHIBITION
Contact Person: Raymond Fung
Tel: (+852) 2320 8978
email: raymond@racingchamp.com.hk
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